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Then the coalition forces were smashed to defeat and immediately retreated to the rear position.

The Titan God of War began to command the bombardment of the “gods” with modern weapons…

But the effect is minimal, basically the same as no effect.

Especially in the hands of Mr. X, he can manipulate many elements.

For example, the magnetic force can directly control the weapon, stop the weapon, or even make the
weapon turn and blast towards the coalition position.

The loss of this wave of coalition positions is getting more and more severe.

The Kingdom of God is too strong here!

This is the coercion of God!

Everyone understands!
Why does the Lab of the Gods have the confidence to claim the Kingdom of God and declare war on the
whole world!

Strong strength is confidence!

…

“So he is so strong? I thought he was an ordinary person?”

See Mr. X slaughter the Quartet.

The Black Hawk agents were stunned.

How can I think of him having such great combat power!

It’s a god level!

I think that Tianshield has a hole card, but it can be matched with this one, but it is not of the same level.

Mr. X gave him a feeling of being at the same level as Levi Garrison.

However, the Black Hawk agent subconsciously glanced at the head of the game, Smith and others.

I saw these people calm down.

For the kingdom of God, he showed the momentum of ruthless crushing like a god, so he was so calm?

It seems commonplace!

this……

Agent Black Hawk is super shocked!

They are not pretending…It’s true!

They are really calm and not surprised.

Could it be…

Agent Black Hawk knows from these days.

The Eagle Nation seems to be much stronger than everyone thought?

Didn’t you put the kingdom of God in your eyes at all?

And what seems to be a giant behind them supporting the War Eagle Nation?

It’s just that one’s own status still can’t touch this level.

